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Abstract 

In this work metamodeling approach is discussed for designing of lightweight steel frames and its 
roofing sheets utilizing advantages of the stressed skin action. In the first step, the roof construction is 
accurately investigated in terms of both stability and stiffness by solution of mixed shell-beam FE 
models. The combinations of loads on the structure are considered in accordance to relevant 
Eurocodes, with special emphasis on the lateral wind loads. Next, for the purpose of computational 
time reduction, metamodels are created by recently developed original code KEDRO. Finally, cross-
section shape of corrugated sheets subjected to appropriate load combination is obtained by global 
stochastic search procedure to minimize maximal displacement of structure. The result is compared 
with standardized trapezoidal sheeting. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Design of the open plan building  

Nowadays, the utilization of metal sheeting for roof of the open plan building has become a common 
practice (The European Standard EN 1993-1-3); as it allows implementing stressed skin diaphragm 
design, hence, constructing the roof without bracing. That is why, many building companies have 
continuous attention to designing of steel structures utilizing advantages of stressed skin action, 
because the implementation of such approach for the open plan buildings might give considerable 
savings of material and erection time. 

However, in many cases, the structure of roof with trapezoidal sheeting that transmit load on the long 
sides of the frame to wind bracing is described by simplified analytical or computational model (see 
Figure 1). In these cases the shallow roof of the building or sheeting (Ahmed, 2003) could be idealized 
as plate with equivalent properties or even considered as a beam, thereby, different effects of 
diaphragm behavior are neglected. As a result, for instance, FOS may be overestimated, but the 
benefits of stressed diaphragm effect, in comparison with common framework, would be unnoticeable.  

 

a) b)  

Figure 1. Open plan building with a shallow roof: a) simplified calculation the scheme and b) beam FE 
model: increased in scale deformations due to side wind load. 
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On the other hand, complex FE-models are able to describe structural behavior of the roof sheeting 
together with frame to some extent but such models usually require huge computational resources. 
Therefore, recession models are desirable in purpose do not sacrifice high accuracy and not carry out 
whole FE-model calculation for any new parameters sets of the same structure. 

1.2. FE based structural optimization approaches  

In recent years the CAD-based direct parameterization approaches (Saxena & Sahay, 2005) have 
become highly effective and popular due to rapid development of the integrated CAD/CAE software 
systems and advanced metamodeling techniques (Lee, 2006), (Simpson, 2004), (Montgomery, 2012), 
and (Koziel, 2011). NURBS utilization for the freeform curves representation of CAD models can 
give even more advantages for those techniques. Also references to the kriging based optimization 
methods (Rasmussen & Williams 2005) and (Sacks, 1989) are commonly given to solve deterministic 
optimization problems. For non-deterministic structural optimization problems, which account for 
uncertainties, the optimization is usually based on double loop approaches where the uncertainty 
propagation is recursively performed inside the optimization iterations. Often the uncertainty 
estimation for the given point is based on a metamodel, thus allowing reduction of computational time 
but introducing additional bias in the estimates. In the work (Janusevskis, 2013) a single loop kriging 
based method for minimizing the mean of an objective function is proposed: simulation points are 
calculated in order to simultaneously propagate uncertainties, i.e., estimate the mean objective 
function, and optimize this mean. The choice of this method is appropriate, when optimization of 
structures with uncertain loading, such as wind loads, must be performed.  

For topology and shape optimization of structures the different realizations of homogenization method 
are vastly used (Arora, J. S. 2004) and (Bendsoe & Sigmund 2003). This method is highly effective 
for shell constructions. The basic idea of this method is to consider each FE of the mechanical system 
model as a composite consisting of material and void. The ratio of material volume to void is sought in 
the FE to maximize the defined criteria, for example, the following performance indicator: 
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where σ0,max is the maximum equivalent stress value of the original design, 0v  a design starting 
volume, and  σi,max and vi- the values of variables obtained in the i-th iteration. 

This method was successfully applied for optimization of the automotive industry objects made from 
isotropic material (Vanderplaats, 2004). However it is very time consuming procedure because 
number of the design parameters can reach million and more. In the case of solid bodies it frequently 
produces shapes that are difficult to manufacture. As shown in the work (Mullerschon, 2010) the 
Hybrid Cellular Automata method does not allow parallelization of computations and PBS queuing 
system has been used. 

1.3. Current shape optimization approach and its implementation in KEDRO software  

The shape optimization approach based on metamodeling (Janushevskis, 2012) and (Janusevskis, 
2013) is used to reduce necessary time and other resources. It includes following 6 steps: 

a) Planning the position of the control polygon of non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) which can 
define curves for creating smooth shapes of 3D object in CAD environment. Coordinates of the 
position of these points are independent variables or factors for design of experiments (DOE). The 
interval boundaries or side constraints of factors are chosen in accordance with appropriate object size, 
constructive and technological possibilities or other important considerations. The variables domain 
should include possible optimal solution, otherwise optimization process must be repeated in loop, 
adjusting interval boundaries for factors.  
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b) Creating of geometrical models of 3D object using CAD software in conformity with DOE. During 
this step it is possible obtain volume, mass and other inertial characteristics of model that could be 
used for optimization. 

c) Calculating of responses for complete FEM model using CAE software. This model of object must 
ensure sufficient accuracy for responses. 

d) Creating metamodels (also called surrogate models) for responses obtained in previous step on the 
basis of experiment. Accuracy of approximations and prediction errors must be estimated. If results 
are satisfactory, then proceed with the next step, otherwise try to improve metamodel accuracy. 

e) Using metamodels for shape optimization, i.e. extremum of subsequent objective function is 
searched by global stochastic search procedures taking into account known constraints.  

f) Validating the optimal design using CAE software for the complete FEM model. Optimal values of 
factors are used for creation of the optimal shape of 3D object model in CAD software. 

The implementation of such approach is available using software KEDRO (Auzins, 2014) that was 
originally developed as a collection of non-gradient-based optimization tools in Machine and 
Mechanism Dynamics Research Lab of Riga Technical University. It also includes additional related 
methods and tools for statistical data sampling, approximation and metamodel-based multiobjective 
optimization.  

 

2. ANALYSIS OF THE ROOF SHEETING BEHAVIOR 

The stability and stiffness of the building is considered in term of the roof sheeting behavior under 
different load combinations. 

2.1. Stressed skin action in the building with a shallow roof 

The building is usually stabilized by wind bracing at the ends of its long sides, so roof sheeting is to 
transmit loads in normal direction of its profile to the rigid frames in their own planes. The proposed 
3D-model is significantly reduced in scale (only 2.6x1.5x4.54 m) in comparison with hangar 
structures. It consists of beam frames and sheeting (Figure 2a), nevertheless, allows capturing 
diaphragm behavior of the roof (Figure 3). Also the beam frames is constant during the calculations 
but sheeting is variable.  

 

a)  b)  

Figure 2. The open plan building with a shallow roof: a) stabilized by wind bracing and b) its FE 
model. 

There are many combinations of loads and loads proportion that might act on the structure, however, 
when behavior of the roof sheeting is a crucial factor (The European Standard EN 1990), subsequent 
loads proportion could be assumed (1 - for side wind and 0.6 - for snow load) as well as structure self-
weight. The total wind load 18 kN acts normal to long side plane of structure and is uniformly applied 
to the 4 beams (Figure 2a), and the load from snow acts in normal direction to the roof plane and is 
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distributed on the sheeting. The self-weight is defined by vertical gravity g=9.81m/s2 and material 
density of the structure elements. 

The mixed shell-beam FE is used to reduce the number of DOF (Figure 2b). Thus, the roof sheeting is 
considered as shell surfaces with constant 0.5 mm thickness. The profiles of frames are square tubing 
except I-beam under the sheeting; these are meshed by beam elements. The behavior of fasteners of 
sheeting is not investigated in this study. The joints between profiles and sheeting are defined as 
bonded contacts zones: they are represented as spheres on the sheeting (Figure 2). These spheres also 
show joint points of beams. The columns in the corners are fixed at the base but others are rigidly 
connected as a two-hinged frame. 

 

a)    b)   

Figure 3. Stressed skin action in FE –model (sheeting is hidden): a) magnitude of axial force in beams 
and b) in top view.  

 

 
Figure 4. Equivalent stress distribution in the diaphragm with sheets attached to rafters: (1) trapezoidal 

T153 (right) and sheeting (2) “shaped by NURBS” (left). 

 

The results of the strength calculation are presented on the Figure 3 and 4. The behavior of the 
proposed model is in close agreement with stressed skin action in building with a shallow roof 
(Hoglund, 2002). As we can see the roof frame acts to some extent as a deep beam on its side (Figure 
3b): the side, where wind force is applied, is subjected to tension but opposite - to compression. In 
addition, symmetric reaction forces appear from the ends in 2 columns in the corners. The sheeting is 
stressed (Figure 3a) transmitting loads to the sides wind bracing, where significant axial forces appear.  

The equivalent stress distribution in sheeting is demonstrated on the Figure 4, where two designs of 
sheeting are compared. The trapezoidal sheeting (1) (see profiles on Figure 10) has most of the stress 
concentrations in areas around fasteners, while stresses in sheeting (2) are more uniformly distributed 
through the profile. 
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2.2. Buckling analysis of the sheeting  

To utilize correctly the stressed skin action for open plan buildings, the design of the roof must also be 
checked for buckling effects in the sheeting due to possible combination of loads. Thereby, as the 
diaphragm behavior may appear in the lower buckling modes of sheeting, and it could significantly 
contribute to structure stability and integrity. Thus, FEM buckling analysis should be only considered 
as effective tool for detailed solution of such problem, especially, when accurate representation of 
buckling modes is required. Moreover, the sheeting of the roof commonly is intended to transmit loads 
on the long sides to the end, the compression forces is to take place in the one side of the roof frame as 
was demonstrated on the Figure 3.  

 

a)   b)    

Figure 5. Trapezoidal sheeting of the roof a) cross-section view and b) the first mode of local 
buckling. 

 

Table 1. Buckling factor of safety (BFS). 

Buckling mode Sheeting type 

(1) Trapezoidal 
T153 

(Figure 10) 

(2) “shaped 
by NURBS” 

(Figure 10) 

(3) Trapezoidal 
without  ribbing 

(Figure 5a) 

1 5.8944 5.2039 0.56212 

2 5.9236 5.4128       0.56338 

3 6.0842 5.6712 0.56709 

4 6.1947 5.8922 0.56998 

If 0 < BFS < 1  then structure buckling is predicted  
 

That is why the profile was checked for load combinations: self-weight + side wind + snow on the 
roof. The trapezoidal sheeting is assumed without any additional ribs or bends in the cross-section 
(Figure 5a). FE calculations have been carried out to find the worst scenario. On the Figure 5b the 
result of case is shown, where self-weight was taken into account together with side load of wind on 
the structure. This study indicates, that such profile with its relatively big flat faces cannot stand 
efficiently against compression forces along profile cross-section, and as a result, buckling effects 
occur in structure (see case (3) in Table 1). This result well complements with behavior of sheeting 
(Hoglund, 2002), where the local buckling effect is captured: dome shaped displacement along the 
sheeting flat faces with inverse direction of neighboring domes. In addition, in publication (Mezzomo, 
2010) is shown, that such behavior of sheeting could appear in the first or second buckling mode, 
depending on the loading and boundary conditions. 

However, this effect does not occur in sheeting with specially designed shapes, for instance (Figure 10 
(1)), where ribs and bends are added in such way so possibility of local buckling due to appropriate 
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loads is minimized. Also more smooth shape of cross-section (Figure 10 (2)) obtained using NURBS 
is more effective solution when main problem is to avoid local buckling of sheeting. The BFS for all 3 
cross-sections shapes of sheeting are compared in the Table 1. As we can see, the trapezoidal sheeting 
(3) cannot resist acting load in any considered mode. The (1) sheeting show the best performance, but 
(2) must take up to ~5 times bigger load to lose stability in the lateral direction to profile. This effect is 
called profile shear distortion and usually occurs in trapezoidal profiles as crucial disadvantage of 
stressed skin design (Davies, 2007). 

 

3. SHAPE OPTIMIZATION OF ROOF SHEETING  

As was demonstrated in the previous section, the sheeting cross-section could considerably affect 
stability and strength of the structure. Therefore, optimal cross-section shape should be found if 
advantage of the stressed skin action for the open plan building is to be achieved. For this reason, next, 
it is proposed using of the previously developed metamodel based approach for shape optimization, 
because of its effectiveness for shell structures and of easy implementation (Janushevskis, 2014). 

3.1. Parameterization of the sheeting cross-section  

We start optimization procedure with parameterization of the sheeting cross-section to minimize the 
number of required parameters to accurately specify shapes of sheeting. Also we want to consider only 
smooth shapes for profile. Therefore, due to the symmetry of the sheeting cross-section the shape 
effective parameterization with 4 parameters (X1, X2, X3 and X4) is proposed, as shown in Figure 6a. 
The symmetrical half of each element is controlled by control points of a non-uniform rational basis 
spline (NURBS) polygon. All control points are allowed to move only in X direction, however, the 
shape of spline is changed in X-Y plane. These parameters are varied in the following ranges: 
70<X1<130; 10<X2<120; 10<X3<120; 70<X4<130, where optimal shape is expected. In addition, 
control points X1 and X4 in this case also define C2 continuity in the connecting points 5 and 1, so for 
instance, if X4 is moved away from point 5: the more smooth shape will occur on the span 5-4. When 
cross-section of sheeting is defined, it is extruded as a surface and then its shape is copied and applied 
to the whole roof (Figure 6b and c). 

 

a)   b)  c)  

Figure 6. The parameterization of sheeting: a) cross-section shape definition with NURBS polygon 
points; b) 3D- shape extrusion from plane; and c) result geometry.  

3.2. Design of experiments  

The design of experiments for 4 factors and 80 trial points (see Figure 7) with mean-square distance 
(MSD) criterion generated by KEDRO is used. This and many others DOE are available at 
http://www.mmd.rtu.lv.  
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a) b)  

c)             d)  

Figure 7. Latin Hypercube DOE (with MSD criterion 0.4120246) for 4 factors and 80 trial points. 
 

The geometrical models of roof sheeting for the structure are developed by CAD software for all 
variants. In the next step the study from 2.1 section is used for calculation of the responses in 
accordance to DOE by CAE software SW Simulation. Then these responses are used for 
approximation by KEDRO. The following expression is used for approximation of response y by 
quadratic polynomial: 
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where there are d variables x1,…, xd, L=(d+1)(d+2)/2 unknown coefficients β  and the errorsε are 

assumed independent with zero mean and constant variance 2σ . In case of local approximation 
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where the significance of neighboring points in the set Nx is taken into account by Gaussian kernel: 

 

 ( ) ( )2exp uuw α−=  (4) 

 

where u is Euclidian distance from x0 to current point and α is coefficient that characterizes 
significance. 

Quality of approximation is estimated by crossvalidation relative error: 
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where root mean squared prediction error stands in numerator and mean square deviation of response 

from its average value stands in denominator, n is a number of confirmation points and  ∑
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denotes sum of responses calculated without taking into account j-th point. Leave one out 
crossvalidation method is used for calculation of (5).  

 

 
Figure 8. Quality indices for approximations of responses. 

 

The quality indices of approximations obtained by KEDRO are shown in Figure 8 for the responses y: 
1 is maximal displacement URES of the roof structure and 2 is the mass of sheeting fragment with 
standard dimension 560x153x2500 mm. As we can see the accuracy of approximation for the model 
responses are different. The best value of crossvalidation SigmaCross% (5) is obtained for the mass of 
sheeting. The mass does not depend on accuracy of the FEA, only from ability to capture the shape of 
sheeting that is created by NURBS. The response 1 strongly depends on the FEA accuracy. Also, as is 
demonstrated on the cross-section graphs (Figure 9), the response 1 has more complex dependence 
from the factors in comparison with 2, that have nearly linear character. Hence as a result, the response 
1 requires more sophisticated approximation to be utilized.  
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a)      b)  

Figure 9. Obtained functional dependences on design variables X1 and X2: a) relative mass of 
sheeting and b) maximal displacement of the structure. 

 

3.3. Optimization of roof sheeting  

Next, the prepared metamodels are used for the shape optimization of the sheeting. Problem is defined 
as follows: minimize the maximal URES displacement of the structure in factors domain range. 

 

      
Figure 10. The cross-section of reference (trapezoidal T153) (1) and obtained shape of sheeting 

(2). 

Table 2. The results of sheeting shape optimization. 

 Trapezoidal sheeting T153(1) Obtained shape(2) 

X1 - 120.03 

X2 - 85.06 

X3 - 63.21 

X4 - 98.19 

URES, mm metamodels - 8.51 

actual 8.396 8.236 

Mass, kg metamodels - 8.671 

 actual 9.5045 8.6903 
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Using locally weighted polynomial approximations of responses and global stochastic search 
procedure (Janushevskis, 2004), realized in KEDRO, the optimal shape of the roof sheeting is 
obtained. The smooth shapes of the sheeting is shown and compared with trapezoidal on the Figure 10 
and Table 2. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The cross-section of the roofing sheet was successfully optimized using metamodeling approach and 
competitive solution was introduced and compared with existing trapezoidal sheeting. 

The result of buckling analysis has proved that there are no local buckling effects in obtained smooth 
cross-sections shape of roofing sheeting due to crucial factor of lateral loads.  
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